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Summary 

An oscillograph has been designed and constructed which will 

reproduce in ink on paper tape the wave form of steady state a.c. 

voltages or currents in the frequency range 50 to 25,000 cycles. The 

tracing is done at a speed of approximately l cycle in 3 seconds, and 

represents a recording of the instantaneous voltage or current progress

ively at different phase ;::iositions in the cycle. 

The principle of the device is that of the Hosa·curve tracer, 

but operation has been made automatic by the introduction of several 

new features, including an electrical phase shifter, a new type of 

electronic switch, and a recording milliammeter. 

The sources of error in the apparatus are analyzeci and. are 

shown to be reasonably small in magnitude and the error capable of 

further reduction. 

An appendix describes the use of the instrument as an harmonic 

analyzer. 
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It is an easily understood and well lmovm fact that by repeat

edly establishing momentary connection between a voltage measuring 

device and a steady a.c. voltage source at the same phase position 

during each cycle, a reading of the measuring device ap~roximately 

proportional to the instantaneous value of the a.c. voltage will be 

obtained. Such repeated contact at the same phase position can be 

obtained if switching is accomplished by a contact-making device coupled 

mechanically to the voltage source or to a machine running synchronously 

with it. The circuit of such a device is shown in figure 1. 

If the phase position at which the contact is made be changed 

by known increments, and voltage readings taken, repeatedly, until a 

total change in :phase of 360° has been accomplished, a graph of wave 

form of the a.c. voltage may be obtained by plotting voltmeter readings 

vs. phase angle. 

This is essentially the principle of the Rosa curve tracer, as 

described by Edward B. Rosa in 1898.1) Rosa succeeded in making his 

instrwnent semi-automatic by providing a mechanical arrangement which 

advanced a sheet of coordinate paper along the "phase angle" axis as 

the phase silift was accomplished by orienting the brush of the contact 

making device. A stylus moving along the 11voltagen axis of the.coordin

ate paper was connected to the slider of a potentiometer voltage 

measuring device. When the slider had been moved to obtain a balance 

between the instantaneous value of the a.c. source at any given phase 

position, the stylus was depressed and left a mark on the coordinate 



paper. A series of such operations at different phase positions 

yielded. enough points to allow plotting of an accurate curve of wave 

form. 

N. E. Bonn published material on a closely similar device in 

1928. 2) 

W. F. Hestendorp described in 19553) a device using the same 

method of recording, but providea with an electronic rather than a 

mechanical sv1i tch, and an electrical phase shifter for advancing the 

phase position of the svritching impulse. The operation of this device 

was confined to 60 cycles. 
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C. Nebel published, in 19344), details of a similar device 

using electronic switching. This device is fully automatic, but 

abandons mechanical recording for photographic recording at frequencies 

low in comparison to the frequency of the a.c. source. The important 

feature of Nebel's device is that the recording film is advanced at a 

constant rate, while the phase position of the switching operation is 

being advanced at a rate proportional to the supposedly constant ciif

ference between the frequency of the a.c. source and that of the 

oscillator-controlleci switching operation. If the advance in phase is 

truly linear, a true record of the wave form of the a.c. source may 

be automatically obtained. 

The device developed jointly by the author and by Dr. F. W. 

lviax8tadt of the California Institute had its inception in the work of 

Mr. Fred Kroger, who prior to 1917 constructed a device in which the 



phase advence was obtained through operating the contact-making switch 

at a constant speed with a d.c. motor. Such a speed of operation was 

chosen that an advance of a few degrees in phase position of the :sv1itch

ing operation with respect to the a.c. source was made between switching 

operations. As a voltage measuring device a syphon recorder was used. 

The tape was run at a uniform speed and. a record of the wave form of 

the a.c. source was thus traced automatically. 

The device as Mr. Kroger originally developed it had one serious 

fault, however; as the speed of the d.c. motor was in no way dependent 
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on the frequency of the a.c. source, changes either in motor speed or 

frequency of source would change the rate of phase advance of the switch

ing operation. A satisfactory ratio between recording frequency and 

original is probably lo-2 to 5 x lo-5 depending considerably upon the 

original frequency. 

It is easily seen that the frequency of recording is the differ

ence between the frequency of the a.c. source and that of the switching 

operation. Thus, assuming a 50 cycle a.c. source and the recording 

frequency to be 1/2 cycle per second, if the frequency of the switching 

operation is held constant a change of frequency of the source of l?s 

will give 1007~ change in the frequenc;>r of recording. If the freq_uency 

of the switching operation is not constant, changes in it will cause 

similarly large changes in the frequency of recording. 

Such a source of variation of recording frequency introduces 

grave difficulties at 50 cycles, where a constancy of frec_uency of the 
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a.c. source and of the switching operation each to within 0.01% is 

needed to assure a constancy of recording frequency to within 2%. This 

is surely not possible when the source is a small, independent a.c. 

generator. Moreover, the difficulty increases with the rise in frequency 

of the a.c. source and hence of the switching operation, for were the 

a.c. source to have a frequency of 5,000 cycles, this frequency and 

the frequency of the switching operation would have to be constant to 

within 0.0001% to keep a recording frequency of 1/2 cycle per second 

constant to within 2%. 

Increasing the recording frequency as in the device of Nebel 

of course mitigates this difficulty, but such an increase of recording 

frequency necessitates photographic rather than mechanical recording 

and results in the loss of the chief advantage of such a device. A far 

better solution is to make the frequency of the switching operation 

directly dependent on that of the a.c. source. 

Maxstadt accomplished this in 1933 by operating the switching 

device with an induction motor connected to the same a.c. source which 

furnished the wave it was desired to record. The slip of the motor 

which was not carrying a load furnished a constant difference between 

the frequency of the a.c. source and that of the switching operation, 

which difference was the recording frequency. 

Maxstadt also provided the device with a d.c. amplifier which 

made it sensitive to very small voltages. The device now took the form 

shown in figure 2. 
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The switch is seen to be attached to the induction motor and 

makes contact once a revolution, when the condenser is charged to the 

instantaneous voltage of the source at that phase position. The conden-

ser voltage, which remains virtually constant betvreen switching opera-

tions, forms the input of the d.c. amplifier whose output actuates a 

modified syphon recorder. The syphon reco'rder makes a record on a 

uniformly moving strip of paper. In practice contact may be made 

actually only once each 2, 3 or n cycles, depending on the number of 

poles of the induction motor, without seriously affecting the operation 

of the device. 

This device is very satisfactory for power work, and is capable 

of responding to a few millivolts while taking only a few hundred watts 

from the actual source being studied. It has three limitations, how-

ever; first, sufficient power to drive an induction motor must be 

available at exactly the same frequency as that of the a.c. source; 

second, if the frequency is greatly changed, a new induction motor must 

be supplied, a real ciifficulty for high frequencies; third, mechanical 
' 

contacts fail to provicie, at high frequencies, a switching operation 

accura.tely timed enough and of sufficiently short duration. For 

instance, at 5,000 cycles 5 electrical degrees correspond to ap)roxi-

mately 3 microseconds, and if the recording were to be accurate to 

witi1in 5 degrees on the phase displacement axis, the entire sv1itching 

operation would have to take place within 5 microseconds and at a timing 

accurate to within such an amount. Consistent mechanical operation 



with such accuracy is not to be expected, although IVIaxstadt has 

obtained some det&il at frequencies as high as 8,000 cycles, using 

silver contacts. 
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It was the author's purpose in continuing the work on a device 

operating on the above ciescribed principles to develop an oscillograph 

meeting the following criteria: 

(1) That it should record mechanically and automatically on 

paper. 

(2) That it should be very sensitive and cause no appreciable 

drain on the a.c. source to be recorded. 

(3) That it should operate satisfactorily over a wide range 

of frequencies, say from 50 to 25,000 cycles. 

( 4) 'l'hat it should be reasonably accurate and constant in 

calibra.tion over the entire frequency range. 

Such a device would, of course, be subject to the important 

limitation that the a.c. source must be truly ·9eriodic. 

The implication of the criteria above will be seen to be: 

From (1), that the recording must be slow, and hence, as has 

been explained, the frequency of' the switching operation must be C.irectly 

related to the frequency of the a.c. source. 

From (2), that in synchronizing the switching operation vlith 

the frequency of the source, amplifiers must be used. 

From (3), that mechanice.l switches must be abandoned. 

From (4), that as far as possible, cornplicateci circuits which 
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coulci change calibra,tion with frequency must be avoided, and everything 

intervening between the a.c. source and the recorder must be as simple 

as possible. 

The author believes that the oscillogra:ph to be ciescribeci meets 

these requirements. 

As has been explained, the freq_uency of recording is the differ

ence between the frequency of the switching operation and. the frequency 

of the a.c. source. If an amplified. input having the frequency f 8 of 

the a.c. source is applied to a phase shifter which operates nniformly 

to cause a complete 360° phase shift to take place with a frequency of 

fr times per second, the output frequency of the phase shifter will be 

f 0 = (fs-:!: fr), which is a suitable frequency for the switching opera

tion if fr is to be the frequency of recording. 

Looking at the matter in another way, if the switching opera

tion is synchronized with the output of such a phase shifter, then the 

switching operation will occur at different phase positions along the 

a.c. source as the phase shifter is operated, and after 5600 of operation 

the original phase position of the switching operation with respect to 

the a.c. source will have been regained and another cycle of o:peration 

will commence. 

Thus it is seen that by synchronizing the switching operation 

with the output of a phase shifter whose input has the frequency of 

the a.c. source, satisfactory operation will be assured. 

A suitable phase shifter can be constructed using the circuit 



shovm in figure 3. Here R1 is a center tapped resistance. Rz is a 

variable resistance and C a tG:ondenser. The vector diagram for this 

circuit, assuming no current is drawn at the output, is as shown in 

figure 4. 
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Vr and Ve are necessarily at right angles, and have a constant 

vector sum, Vab' the input voltage. Thus the triangle formed by Vr, 

Ve, and Vab can be inscribed in a semi-circle. Hence the output voltage, 

Vcd' is constant in magnitude. 

It is seen the tan Q/2 = Vc/Vr = R/Xc or, R = Xe tan 9/2. 

If R is a variable resistance constructed in such a manner that 

a uniform rotation of a contact arm causes R to vary as the tangent of 

p/2, where p is the mechanical angle the contact arm makes with the 

position where R is zero, and if R is made of the proper magnitude, we 

may say: 

R = Xe tan p/2 = Xe tan Q/2 

or, p = G 

Thus under these conditions a mechanical rotation of the contact 

arm through an angle G causes an electric phase shift of G degrees. 

While the simple circuit shovm above will allow phase shifts of 

only 180°, a circuit consisting essentially of two such phase shifting 

devices, which is shown schematically in figure 5 and the operating 

details of which are shown in figure 61 allows any phase shift without 

interruption of output. In the actual oscillograph this arrangement is 

used, and a dondenser decade box is provided so that Xe may be made the 



same for all frequencies. In the oscillograph the phase shifter and 

the paper on which the wave is recorded ar~ driven by mechanically 

coupled devices, assuring that a given advance in phase angle shall 

correspond to a definite linear advance on the record obtained. 
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As has been stated, it is necessary that the output of the 

phase shifter be unloaded. This may be accomplished by connecting it 

to the grid of a vacuwn tube amplifier whose output may then control 

the switching operation. 

It is also necessary that the input to the phase shifter be 

sinusoidal, since this was asswned in drawing the vector diagram. 

As the a.c. source will not in general be sinusoidal, merely supplying 

an amplifier from the source and using its output as an input to the 

phase shifter is not suitable. A simple resonant filter in the ampli

fier will, however, provide a sufficiently sinusoidal output to 

assure quite accurate operation of the phase shifter. 

The switch which is closed once a cycle to establish contact 

between the a.c. source and the voltage measuring device cannot be of 

a mechanical nature, as has already been explained. It is possible 

that a switch using a gaseous tube of some nature could be devised, but 

the device most readily adapted to the purpose seems to be the high 

vacuum tube. Two possible types of circuit seem to suggest themselves, 

and will be discussed and compared. 

The first type is not really a true switch at all, but rather 

a sort of combination switch and amplifier. If a triode is connected 
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as shown in figure 7a and biased below cutoff so that normally no 

current will flow, and if a trigger voltage impulse is applied between 

terminals aa each cycle such that the grid potential will be momentarily 

driven well above cutoff, then the average plate current flowing through 

meter A will be roughly proportional to the swn of the voltage applied 

to aa and the instantaneous voltage of the' a.c. source at the time when 

the trigger voltage is applied. A modification of this circuit is 

shown in figure 7b, in which a multi-electrode tube is used and the 

trigger voltage which allows plate current to flow momentarily is applied 

to another electrode than that to which the a.c. source is applied. The 

circuit in figure 7b is essentially that used by Nebel and Westendorp 

in the devices previously mentioned. 

Such a circuit has one serious objection; the plate current is 

dependent on the magnitude and duration of the trigger voltage impulse 

as well as on the instantaneous voltage of the a.c. source. This feature 

is objectionable if the oscillograph using the device is to be adjusted 

for various frequencies, since it may not be possible to keep the magni

tude of the trigger voltage or iit.5 electrical angular duration with 

respect to the original wave constant with frequency. For this reason 

the above mentioned switch, or substitute·for a switch, was considered 

unsatisfactory. 

The switch actually used was based on an idea of Kroger's and 

was aeveloped by the author. It is a true switch, and, by using it, the 

effect of magnitude and duration of the trigger impulse on the oscillo

graph' s calibration are eliminated. 
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In this switch the vacuum tubes utilized are connected as shown 

in figure Sa. The operation is effectively the same as would be that 

of the mechanical relay shown in figure Sb, where R represents an 

appreciable but unavoidable resistance due to the use of vacuum tubes. 

Referring to figure Sa, the operation is as follows: The tubes 

are normally biased with the grids considerably negative, so that 

voltages of the order of 1 volt or less applied between terminals Tl 

and T2 will cause no current to flow. When, however, an impulse is 

applied to terminals aa such that the grids are momentarily driven 

positive, terminals Tl and T2 apyear to be connected by a resistance. 

This resistance is found to be practically constant with voltage between 

Tl and T2 up to at least 1 volt, and with voltages of the grids between 

about 2.5 volts and 15 volts positive. While 'this constancy is ciesirable, 

it should. of course be remembered that variations in the resistance of 

the switch have no influence on the calibration of the oscillograph, 

since it is important only that the switch provide an electrical path 

which will allow sufficient current to flow that the conCi.enser may 

attain the same potential as the source in the period the wwitch is 

closed. 

Figure 9 shows a curve for the plate current of a single type 

75 tube with a constant positive grid voltage of 10 volts and a variable 

plate voltage. Figure 10 shows Ip vs. Ep as calculated for two tubes 

arranged as in figure 6a from data obtained for one tube. To obtain 

the curve for two tubes one merely takes the values for such a curve as 

figure 9 and subtracts values of Ip for negative values of Ep from 
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values of Ip for corresponding positive plate voltages. The curve 

obtained must of course be symmetrical about the origin. 

For a 75 tube the "plate resistance" under such conditions, or 

the resistance of the switch may be seen to be from 1,000 to 1,200 ohms, 

depending on the grid voltage. Similar curves for other tubes show 

resistances as follow: 

Tube type Approx. Resistance, two tubes 

85 3,000 

56 1,300 

75 1,200 

38, screen voltage 
4 1/2 volts 

700 

38, screen voltage 600 
22 1/2 volts 

58, screen tied to 500 
plate 

24a, screen tied to 500 
plate 

In general, high mu tubes and screen grid tubes with screen 

tied to plate seemed superior to low mu tubes. 

There is a certain net current circulating around the tube 

circuit with no plate voltage. If the tubes are i.mbalanced this will 

cause net voltage across the switch when there is no net current through 

the switch as a whole. Unsteadiness in this voltage due to changes in 

"trigger voltage" may introduce variations into the input of the d.c. 
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amplifier and hence spoil the voltage measurements. For this reason 

it is desirable to keep this circulating current as small as possible. 

For various tubes this unwanted current with zero plate voltage and a 

grid voltage of plus 5 volts is: 

Tube ¥easured Plate Milliamperes 
~late voltage zero; grid voltage +5.0 

38, screen voltage 1.40 
22 1/2 volts 

35, screen tied to .42 
plate 

' 
24a, screen tied to .32 

-olate 

38, screen voltage .22 
4 1/2 volts 

56 .10 

75 .08 

85 .03 

It is seen here that the screen grid tubes appear at a dis-

advantage. It also seems likely that greater variations of manufacture 

may exist in the more complicated screen grid tubes. 

It was felt that the 75, or its 2 1/2 volt equivalent, the 2A6, 

and the 24a were the tubes best adapted for switching purposes, and 

oscillographs embodying each worked satisfactorily. 

As the tubes in the switch must be biased negative most of the 

time, either batteries or some self bias device must be provided. Since 
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the grids are driven positive during application of the trigger impulse, 

a grid leak shunted by a large capacitance and inserted in place of the 

C batteries shovm in figure Ba will provide a negative grid bias. The 

bias provided, however, differs with the characteristics of the tubes 

and with the amplitude and duration of the trigger voltage, and it was 

thought best in practice to assure an adequate bias by the use of C 

batteries. As the grid current flows against the e.m.f. of the C 

battery its life will be long. 

As a means of providing a trigger voltage impulse synchronized 

with the output of the phase shifting device, a relaxation oscillator 

using a type 885 gaseous discharge tube was used. This relaxation 

oscillator is simpler than the multivibrator type, and is satisfactory 

for the r&J.ge of frequencies covered. '.llhe fundamental circuit is shown 

in figure 11. The condenser C is charged through the resist2nce circuit 

marked R1, which acts as a resistance. When a certain potential has 

been reached, depending on the voltage of battery B, the C bias of the 

tube, the resistance R1, and the capacitance of c, the tube becomes 

conducting, and the condenser discharges through the transformer primary, 

which has an inducta..'1ce L. The oscillation can persist only while 

current is flowing in one direction, or during a half cycle. One would 

expect the wave forms of the current and voltage in the transformer 

primary to be as shown in figure 12 and tests with a cathode ray oscill6-

scope prove this to be true. 

The switch will be nclosedn during only the quarter cycle when 
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the voltage is positive. Knowing ~he desired period of closure,~ t, 

it is thus easy to find a relation between.inductance and capacitance 

which will give this length of closure. Neglecting resistance in the 

oscillating circuit, the relation is: 

At ;;:: ...._;;1---
81TLc 

In designing the oscillograph, a suitable value of C was 

empirically obtained to make the voltage output and the natural frequency 

of the relaxation oscillator correct, and the correct value of L was 

obtained from the above relation. 

It has been shown that during the period when the switch is 

closed the resistance is practically constant. By connecting the switch 

in series with a 1 1/2 volt cell and a resistance, an oscilloscope image 

of the current through the resistance during the switching operation 

was obtained. At a frequency of switching of 50 times a second this 

had an essentially block wave shape, as would be expected. At high 

frequencies of operation of the switch, say 5000 operations a second, 

the oscilloscope indicated a current in the resistance more of the form 

of the voltage wave shown in figure 12. This may have been because of 

stray capacitance and inductance effects. 

By applying the amplified output of the pause shifter to the 

grid of the 885 tube, the operation of the switch can be made to have 

the same frequency as the phase shifter output, and to bear a constant 

phase relation to it, provided the natural frequency of the relaxation 
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oscillator is adjusted to be near to that of the phase shifter output. 

The only remaining distinctive feature of the oscillograph is 

the recorder as finally used. The design, due to Maxstadt, consists 

of a moving coil in a radial field, similar to the well knovm dynamic 

loud speaker, coupled to a lever system of light weight and of a type 

which gives straight line motion to the re'cording pen. 

The complete schematic circuit of the oscillograph as actually 

constructed is shown in figure 15. The instrument was provided with two 
G'n 

plate voltage supplies designed to operate~ llO v., 50-60 cycle a.c. 1 

rectifiers supplying all d.c. voltages necessary except the bias for 

the switching tubes. 

In the operation of the oscillograph certain errors are necess-

arily present, some inherent and some due to exingencies of construction. 

A complete analysis of these errors has been made, and their magnitude 

for the construction as actually found most practical has been computed. 

A detailed analysis of the practical operation of the oscillograph 

follows. 

The generalized circuit of the oscillograph as it has been 

described is shown in figure 13. 

A perfectly steady a.c. voltage ex of fundamental frequency f 

is applied between terminals l and 2. Switch s, having a resistance R 

is periodically closed for a short time, ./l t, with a frequency of 

(f ± F), where Fis a low. frequency of the order of magnitude of 1/2 

cycle per second. Thus there is across .condenser C a voltage e'x having 
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approximately the wave form of ex, but having a frequency of F. The 

voltage on condenser C forms the input of ~ d.c. amplifier whose out-

put drives a recording milliaimn.eter, so that the deflection of the 

recording pen is proportional to e'x· A paper strip, P, passing under 

the pen with a speed proportional to F will have recorded on it a curve 

representing the wave form of e'x and hence, approximately, of ex. 

Assuming that the d.c. amplifier and recorder functions perfectly, 

the deviation of this curve from a true representation of the wave form 

ex arises from several causes: 

1. Since between two successive closings of switch S, the phase 

position of the switching has advanced 360(.E) degrees with respect to 
f 

ex, any variation of ex within an angular interval 560(K), can be 
~~\I f 

recorded only as a net rise bf fall. 

The switching does not truly occur with a frequency of (f ± F), 

but rather, the phase position of the switching operation with respect 

to ex is periodically advanced by incremental angles A Q such that 

360° A Q = -n- where n is an integer and represents the relatively small 

number of contacts on a phase shifting device. Thus variations in ex 

occuring in intervals less than A Q can be recorded only as a net rise 

or ~all. 

2. Since switch Sis closed for a finite period of time, ~t, 

the value of ex throughout an angular interval 560f ~t can be recorded 

only as some value ranging from the maximum to the minimum value of ex 

in that intervai. 
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3. Since the switch S has an appreciable resistance, R, it 

may be that during closure, the condenser C does not attain as nearly 

to the potential ex during that time as is desired. (S must be closed 

for as long periods as permitted by other requirements.) 

4. Since the condenser C, the input to the d.c. amplifier and 

the switch S in an open ppsition, all have finite leakage resistances 

(represented in total by r) the condenser C loses some of its charge 

between closures of the switch S. 

Examining these points one at a time we find: 

1. That while 360(t) represents a very small angular displace

ment if f is high, for a low value, say f = 60 cycles per second, F 

being, as stated earlier, l cycle per second, this represents a displace

ment of 6 electrical degrees with respect to the 60 cycie wave. Thus if 

it is desired to record at a rate of one cycle per second, variations 

occurring in ex within angular intervals of less than 6° cannot be 

reproduced in detail and will be shown only as a net rise or fall. 

The recorder as used actually operates at a speed of approximately 

1/3 cycle per second, hence the angle 360(.£:.) represents an electrical 
f 

displacement of 2° which permits somewhat finer detail in the record. 

More will be said about this later. 

The phase shifting device used has 96 contacts, hence ~g = 3.76°, 

and variations occurring in angular intervals less than 3.760 cannot be 

recorded in detail but only as a net rise or fall. Thus the 20 interval 

determined by the speed F of recording is not the limiting factor but 

rather the 3. 76° angle 4 Q just analyzed. 
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2. Since the size of ~ Q prevents detailed recording of 

variations in an angular interval less than 3.76°, the interval~ t 

through which switch S is closed, was made such that 360f~t = 3.76° 

approximately, so that the switch will be closed throughout an angle 

of 3. 76 with respect to ex, hence At will be ~long~ possible 

without causing additional "loss of definition". It has already been 

suggested (3) above, that the switch must remain closed the greatest 

possible length of ~· Thus the wave form of ex would be recorded 

as a series of average values over angular increments of 3.76°, were 

there no other sources of error than those included in (1) through (2). 

5. The size of the condenser C is determined by the fact that 

(1) it should be as small as possible, (2) it must be large enough so 

that no appreciable a.c. impulse appears across it on switching, since 

such impulses are amplified by the d.c. amplifier and may drive the 

final tube beyond cutoff, causing distortion. It was found empirically 

that C had to be at least .05 mf when the a.c. source had a frequency 

of 50 cycles. 

In calculations relating to the charging of the condenser 

during ~Witching, a value for the resistance of the switch of 1,000 

ohms, which lies between the values for the 75 and the 24A tubes will 

be used. 

The equation for the charging of a condenser, as during the 

interval ~ t when the switch S is closed, is known to be of the form 

- ..1.. t 
e = A c ck + B 
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If we measure t from the time of closing the switch, when 

ex' = ex0 ', evaluation of the constants gives 

Now (exo' - ex) is the difference.of potential between ex and 

the condenser at the instant of closing the switch. Let us call: 

Also, (ex' - ex) is the difference of potential between ex and the 

condenser at any time d.uring the :hterval from t = 0 to t =At; in 

particular when t = .6 t 1 Let us say 

at t =At, 

Then for the switching operation, Ae1 is the initial 0.iffer-

ence of potential between ex and the condenser it is desired to charge, 

and ~ e2 is the final differt;:lnce. 

On page 3, section (2) it was shown that for our particular 

phase shifter, it was wise to make 360f At = 3. 76, or At = 3 • 76 
360f 

assuming f, the frequency of ex, to be 60 cycles, At = 1. 74 x io-4 

seconds. We know that P. = 1,000 ohms and c = .05 x io-6 farads, hence 

we can evaluate B in equation (VI) for t = At, and obtain 

_ i. 74 x io-4 

.os x lo-6 x io-6 = e. -3.48 = 0.03 
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This means that at the end of ~he interval during which S is 

closed, A e has been reduced from its initial value, A e1 , to 

O.O~e1 • That is, the fidelity, or lack of it due to R only, is with

in 3% of A e1 which in turn is small compared to the crest value of ex· 

Now if the phase shifter is run at such a speed that the contact 

arm touches a new button each switching operation, which is as fast as 

it can be run without introducing error, as is explained in section 1, 

page 2, each switching operation will take place at an angular distance 

3.76° further along the cycle of ex than the preceding switching opera-

tion. Now if we assume, for exarnple, that ex is a sine wave with an 

amplitude of 1 volt, the greatest a.mount that ex can charge in an inter-

val of 3. 76° can be shown to be .065 volts. This is really the .6 e1 

we have used before. Hence, after the switching operation, the discrep-

ancy between the voltage of the condenser and the voltage ex, which is 

~e2 , cannot be greater than (.03)(.065) volts, or .0019 volts. Thus 

the maximum voltage error due to the resistance of the switch, R, is 

.0019 volts, or 0.19% of the peak value of ex. 

For higher fre~uencies than 60 cycles, B will of course be 

larger, and ~e2 will be larger. But it may be shown by the following 

argument that this does not impair the accuracy of the device: 

Referring again to 60 cycles, call At =A ti; at 6,000 cycles 

- .Ot1 A t - 100 • For 60 cycles 
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For 6,000 cycles 

At 60 cycles, after one switching operation, ~e1 is reduced 

to 

But at 6, 000 cycles, after one switching opera ti on, ,6 e1 is 

reduced. to 

After two successive switching operations, it may be seen to be further 

reduced. to 

After 100 switching operations, it may be seen that 

been reduced to 

_ l:_ lOOAt1 

B2lOO( A el) = C CR 100 = B1 A el 

Hence it may be seen that closing the si.vitch for a period of 

seconds a hundred times in succession is just as effective as 

closing it once for a period of 6 t 1 seconds. The presumption has been, 

of course, that a 6,000 cycle unknown Will have 100 times as many switch-

ings per button on the phase shifter as a 60 cycle wave, i.e., 100 x 1=100. 
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Thus the unknown ex has remained constant during these 100 switchings. 

Similar ratios hold for other frequencies above 60. 

Actual measurement of average conductance of the switch when 

operating normally at 50 cycles gave a conductance of 3.3 x lo-6 mhos. 

The calculated average conductance would be (for a tube whose plate 

resistance is 1200 ohms) 

(-L) 3. 76° 
1200 3600 8.72 x io-6 mhos 

This is over twice the measured conductance, but is of the same order 

of magnitude. The significance is that the effective length of switching 

is shorter than was calculated. The effect of this on the operation of 

the oscillograph is to increase B somewhat, and hence the condenser C 

will not charge up as completely in one cycle as was calculated. The 

oscillograph will operate satisfactorily despite this, however, since 

the error is still very small. 

4. Leakage resistance, represented by r, will merely tend to 

discharge the condenser C during the perioa when the switch S is open. 

The actual leakage resistance of the grid of the d.c. ·amplifier to ground 

is so high that it cannot easily be measured, but is of the order of 

several megohms, and its effect on the operation of the oscillograph is 

negligible. Exceptionally high resistance condensers should be used and 

switching tubes of high plate leakage resistance may be selected. 

5. Nothing has been said thus far regarding the fidelity of the 

complete apparatus on other than sine waves. In order to determine the 
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highest harmonic of any given fundamental that can be satisfactorily 

recorded, assume that the switching {or the' phase shifting, whichever 

is the limiting element) must be done once for every 30 degrees of the 

harmonic, or 12 times per cycle of the harmonic. It then becomes a 

matter of arithmetic to determine the harmonic. 

There are 96 buttons on the phase shifter. That should be made 

the limiting element. 

Thus 96 = 8 or harmonics up to the 8th can be recorded with 
12 

good definition. 

In order to record up to the 19th harmonic, a phase shifter of 

228 buttons will be required and a slowing up of the recording rate to 

228 -
60 

- 5.8 seconds per cycle instead of 1.6 seconds as in the present 

model {assuming a 60 cycle unknown). For higher frequencies of the illl-

known the recoraer speed does not enter but only the number of buttons 

on the phase shifter as will be seen if it is recalled that with a per-

f ectly steady unknown the vB;lue of ex is constant u.ntil the phase shifter 

moves to a new button. 

6. There are two other disturbing effects not yet mentioned. 

Frequently an unknmm has transient characteristics. For example a belt 

driven alternator with a bad splice in the belt or a direct driven 

alternator with unsymmetrical pole shapes or an oscillator with B-voltage 

pulsations will put out waves which this type of oscillograph cannot 

record well. The effect of such an input is shown in the oscillogram 

in figure 17. 
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7. The ·recorder does not actually give a true reproduction of 

the input of the d.c. amplifier. The actual action of the recorder may, 

however, be analyzed. 

£'igure 14 represents the recorder. We have an N turn coil which 

may be displaced in the direction x, in a radial magnetic field such that 

where PF is the flux f:com the field linking the coil. 

It may be seen that B
0 

= ~Finish B dl, where B is the magnetic 

Start 
fielQ strength and dl is an elementary length of the conductor in the 

coil, and the integration is carried out from one end of the coil to the 

other. 

Hence, if a current i flows in the coil, the f'orce on the coil 

due to the current in the field will be 

Finish 

F == 10
7 5 

Start 

i B dl == i B0 x 107 dynes 

The coil is assumed to have a leal{age inductance L and a resis-

ta..~ce R, and to be corulected to a voltage source of voltage e through a 

resistance r. The mass of the coil anci attached levers is taken as m, 

and a restoring spring of Fr = -kx dynes and a damping force of 

Fd = - u ~ dynes are assumed. 
QIJ 

We may write the equation relating the voltage e and other 

variables: 
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e = (10-8) ~PF dx + i(R + r) + L di 
~ x dt dt 

= io-8 B0 dx. + i(R + r) + L di 
dt dt (1) 

The motion of the coil is given by the ci.ifferential equation 

Solution 

- kx dx+'. -- -U- l. 
clt 

Letting p represent ~t' etc. 

e = lo-8 B0 px + i(R + r) + Lpi 

mp2 x = -lo: - upx + i(B0 (107) 

Solving (2a) for i 

i _ mp2 x + kx + upx 
- Bo (107) 

Subst.ituting this into (la) 

(10 7) 

e = io-8 B0 px + 1~: 7 
(R + r + Lp)(mp2 x + (k + up)x) 

( 2) 

(la) 

(2a) 

e = io-8 ~:s2 0 px + lO(R + r)mp2 x + lO(R + r)kx + lO(R + r)upx 
Bo L 

+ 10 mLp3 x + 10 kLpx + 10 uLp2 x)J 

e = io-S fiornLp3 + 10( (It + r)m + uL)p2 + (Bo2 + 10(11. + r)u 
Bo [ 

+ lOLcL)p + lO(n + r)k x] 
If v1e asswne e to be sinusoidal, we can Vlrrite this as a vector 



equation, replacing p by jw, and obtain for r.m.s. value 

E = l0-8 [1o(R + r)k - law2 ( (R + r)m + wL) 
Bo 

+ jw (Bo
2 + lO(R + r)u + kL) - w2 mL x] 

Rearranging this 
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x = (Bo)(10
8

) E (5) 
10 (R+r)k-vl ( (R+r)m+wL + jw (Bo2+10(R+r)u+lOkLJ-W2mL 

It is here convenient to substitute for constants in terms of 

values for one turn of the coil, assu."lling all turns to have the same 

constants. We know that if the actual bulk of the coil remains constant 

where ~ 1 , r 1 , ~ 1 are values for one turn. 

Hence the equation becomes 

(4) 

If the recorder is to operate in the plate circuit of a vacuum 

tube, r must be of the order of 10,000 ohms. Then if w = 0 (d.c. volt&ge), 



107 ~ lE x = ~~~~~~ 
N(r1 + :z)k 

107 e> iE 

(Nr1 + ~l)k. 

Thus, for a given current, we obtain the ma.ximwn deflection 

when the quantity Nrl + 10,000 
N 

has a mininrum value. This is when 

1 - (Nr 
N 

+ 10,000) 
N 

10,000 

0 == r 

R 

_10,000 
N2 
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T~1is, as we mii::;ht expect, is the conciition that the resistance 

oi.' the coil arnl of the power source be equal. It would. mean, however, 

that the coil should have a d.c. resistance of' 10,000.C\ , whic:O. is harcily 

practical. 

It should. be noted that t.l.1is condition is desirable becaJ.se it 

makes the real term in the denominator of (4) as large as posr:;ible com-

pared with the imaginary term, and. hence avoids phase 0.isplacement 

betvmen E anci. x, and tenO.s to avoid amplitude d.istortion. 

It may be seen in general that the sensitivity of the instrument 

to d..c. voltages may be kept constant by decreasing both ~ 1 and k pro-

portionally, k being the spring constant. 

Moreover, this decreases the imaginary term, which is desirable. 

The true effect of such changes connot be ap:=ireciated, however, unless 

the mat:,lllitudes of the terms are known, and it may be seen that if w2 ) lOk 

the sign of the real term is reversed., a disastrous condition since a 

(+) voltage then records as a (-) deflection. 



In all, the problem of analysis is very complicatec, and 

general conclusions drawn from equation (4). are of doubtful value. 

It is of some interest to substitute into the equation the 
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approximate constants of tlw present recorder. These were obtained as: 

m ::: 5 grams 

N ::: 1,800 turns 

R ::: N2 r1 ::: 600, hence r 1 = 1.85 x io-4 

r = 10,000, r - 3.08 x lo-3 
N2 -

u was not readily obtained. However, it may be noted that the 

recorder action shows !fhe damping to be critical or somewhat greater 

than critical. Assuming critical damping, 

u = 2/km = 2/(6000)(5) 

= 344 dynes/cm/second 

At the low fre~uencies involved, it may be considered that 

For a steady d.c. voltage, equation (5) holds, and 

x ::: 
N(r1 + L)k 

N:a 

10781 
::: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

(1soo)(1.8s x lo-4 + 0.os x lo-3)(6000) 

::: ____ 1o_B--==1'--E ____ ::: • 280 x 103 (3 1 E 

(1800)(3.26)(10-3)(6000) 
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But it is found for the recorder that a current of .001 131npere 

pro6uces a deflection x of about .4 cm. A ~urrent of .001 ampere cor-

responas to a voltage of 

E =RI= (10,600)(.001) = 10.6 volts • 

Hence • 4 = (0.28) (10.6) (103) 1 

or ( .4) = 1.55 x io-4 

(.280)(10.6)(103) 

Substituting these values in equation (4) 

(10) ( 5. 26) (10-B)J] 1800 

= ----~~~~------~1_3~,_5_o_o __ E~--------~· -------~ 
1800 [ 19.6 - w2 16.3 (10-2) + jw 3.26 (10-2)(344)] 

E 
x = ----~--~-----------

26 - w2 .0022 + jw 1.5 

Tracing at the recording rate of 1 cycle in 3 seconds, or 1/3 

cycle per second, we may calculate the amplitude and phase displacement 

of the recordings of various harmonic components of the wave fed to the 

recorder, assuming equal E for all harmonics, and a displacement for the 

d.c. component with respect to the fundamental. Table in figure I fo 
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gives the results of such a eal.culati_on. 

It is important to note that, despite all the errors enumerated, 

the worst of which lie in the operation of the recorder, we may·ex:pect 

in the higher frequency ranges more accurate recording than with a mechan~ 

ical oscillograph. For instance, at 5,000 cycles al~ harmonics up to 

the eighth will be recorded with reasonabl~ accuracy. The eighth harmonic 

will be recorded with O. 74 of its true ampli.~ude with respect to the 

funda.men~al, and with its true phase po~ition to within a degree, consid

ering the errors in the recorder alone. None of the other errors 

described are comparable in magnitude, hence we may take this ~s the over

all accuracy. When it is· remembered that the frequency of this eighth 

harmonic is 40,000 cycles and that mechanical oscillographs give extremely 

bad results at, frequencies above 5,000 or, in special cases, 10,000 cycles, 

the advantages: of the oscillograph here presented can be appreciated. 
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Some Results and Conclusions 

' As the analysis of errors in various parts of the apparatus 

shows, perhaps the most seribus errors were introduced in the action of 
' 

the recorder. These errors though small were of such magnitude that a 

perfect check between oscil.J,;ograms obtained by this apparatus and 

oscillograms o1>tained by other methods could not be expected. However, 

for numerous wave shapes and various frequencies the wave recorded was 

checked with the visi.lal image on a cathode ray oscilloscope, and the 

visual check was uniformly good. The group of cuts shown in figures ')S,. 

17, 18, 19 show actual records. for various phenomena as described. 

It may be seen that the errors present in the machine are 

theoretically open to any degree of reduction. As constructed, the lJlEl.Chine 

admirably fulf:ills what the author takes to be its main purpose; quickly 

and inexpensively giving a permanent record showing the general character-

istics of any wave form. 

Such a record is of exceptional value in adjusting various cir-

cuits or machinery when it is desired to observe the effect of circuit 

changes on the wave form. For this purpose, oscilloscopes provide no 

permanent record and hence are of small value, while the use of photo

graphically re~cording oscillographs means expense and delay. 

A sim11ar example of the device's utility lies in testing the 

fidelity of radio sets. Using this oscillograph it would be a simple 

matter to apply an arbitrary input to the set and to take records of both 
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the input an!]. output which could be compared by superposition. 

Another field of application lies in labor~ories of educa-

tionaJ. institutions, where the use of the 0:scillo.graph would enable 

students to obtain at a small cost a.pd delay records of such phenomena 

as the wave form of transformer exciting currents. Such records would 

• be valuable for study, and could be included in notes and reports. 

A .further application which might be cited is that of keeping 

a permanent and continuous"record of wave form at a negligible cost. 

Stich a record might be of advantage in certain power work, especially 

in view of the possible extended use of inverters in the near future. 

In all, it is believed that the device has unique advantages 

and fields of application, and that it may be used, not to replace, 

but to supplement, mechanical and cathode ray oscillographs and o~cillo-

scopes, and to amplify in many ways the field of oscillography. 



The Instrument as an Harmonic Analyzer 

Fron! the mathematical development of the Fischer-Hinnen or 

"Selected Orainate Method11 of harmonic analysis5) it can be shown 

that the avorage value of m ordinates taken 560/m degrees apart on 
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a periodic m~rve represents. the sum of the values of the mth harmonic 

and all han11onics multiples of the mth at any of the points at which 

one of the ordinates is taken. 

If averages of m such equally spaced ordinates are taken 

progressively along the cycle, it is seen that the plot obtained will 

be that of the mth harmonic and all harmonics multiples of the mth. 

Thus, if a device which will do this averaginf?; automatically is avail

able, a sort of harmonic analysis may be obtained. It will not be 

possible to obtain a true harmonic analysis, for it is seen that higher 

harmonics w:Lll be included along with the mth. · 

Thi:s is particularly objectionable in the case of even harmonics, 

since every other harmonic is even. Thus, the plot of the average or 

two ordinat13s per cycle will contain the second and all other even 

harmonics. In common a.c. work, however, even harmonics are consjlicuous 

by their absence, hence presenting no difficulties. 

In the case of odd harmonics, if we assume there are no appre-

ciable harmonics higher than the seventh the plot of the averages of 5, 

5, and 7 ordinates per cycle will accurately represent the 5rd,i 5th, and 
,'i< 

7th harmoni-cs. It is to be noted that the fundamental cannot be obtained • 
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directly, but its magnitude can be calculated,_ if desired, from a 

knowledge of the r.m.s. value of the en.tire wave and the amplitudes 

of the harmonics. 

In c:ase there are higher harmonics the plot of the average of 

5 ordinates will contain the 9th, the 15th, the 21st, etc. harmonics, 

and the harmonics can no longer be exactly separated by this method. 

Neverthel~si:1, the harmonic amplitude can be estimated by visual inspec-

tion of the plots obtained. 
J 

With certain modifications; the oscillograph described presents 

a means of automatically averaging ordinates of a wave to obtain harrnon-

ics in the manner described above. For instance, if the switch is 

closed once in an angular interval of 560° (once a cycle) the voltage of 

the first harmonic (the .fundamental) and of all harmonics multiples of 

it (all harmonics) at the instant of ma.king contact appear· across the 

condenser at the input of the d.c. amplifier. If the switch is closed 

at angular in:eerv:als of 180°, or twice a cycle, the average of the 

fundamental at these two instants must obviously be zero, while the 

voltages of the second and all other even harmonics must be the same at 

the two times of closure. Hence the average voltage applied to the.con-

den.eer du.ring theee two switehing ope-rations is the sum. of the voltages 

of all even harmonics. 

We may show that the switching several times a cycle actually 

results in a:n. averaging of the voltage "ordinates" at the times of 

closing. 
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Suppc:>se the ·Circuit ,is as shown in rigure 15. dc5~sider that 

the switch is closed ni times a cycle for short, equal intervals of At 

seconds. Le-t.: 

e:xn == voltage of a.c. source during the nth intervai when the 

switch is closed (considered a constant voltage) 

a,_ == voltage across the condenser 

en == voltage across the condenser at beginning of nth closure 

of the switch 

en r == voltage across the condenser at the end of nth closure 

of the switch 

ea == average voltage during the cycle 

ena == average voltage in the interval. between the (n - l)th 

and the nth closures of the switch 

tn -- time of the nth closure ,of the switch 

f -- frequency of the a. c • source 

SincE~ most of the time the switch is open, we may neglect var-

iations during the period of closure in obtaining ea• Then the average 

voltage during the cycle is, substantially 

m 
ea= 1/m ~ 6na 

n=l 

(1) 

When the switch i.s open, during the interval from tn-l to tn, 

_ 1 (l ~ -t/rc) 
e - e n-1 - c. 

measuring tira.e fram the time "tn-l • 

(2) 
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The length of this interval is: 

tn - tn..,,1 ;::: l/mf . (5) 

The ·~oltage at the end of this interval is, then, 

-1/Illfrc 
en = e'n-1 (1 - C. ) (4) 

Defi .. n.ing a factor ~ , 

~ = (l _ C -1/mfrc) ( 5) 

We c~m say, 

e - ~ e 1 
1 n - n- (6) 

The average voltage riu.ring the interval is 

l/mf 
e = mf s e dt 

0 

l/mf -t/rc 
= mf s e' n-1 (1 - c ) dt 

0 

= e'n-l (1 - 0\ rcmf) (7) 

,If' we1 define 

f.> = (1 - <X. rcmf) (8) 

We can write this 
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If r ) ) R, we can say that during the nth closure· of the 

switch, measuring time from the. beginning of the nth closure, 

, . . . ·· · · , s:- -t/RC 
e = en + (enx - en)X:l - c. · ) 

' 
(10) 

At,· the end of the period of closure, t = t and we obt~, 

(11) 

Defining 

(12) 

We obtain 

(15) 

From (6) and (15) 

e'n = r/...e~n-1Cl - ~) + ~ enx (14) 

From (9) and. (14) 

6na = ~ e'n = . f> t°'-e'n-1 (1 - ~) + "If 6nx 1 (15) 

Now, benause of the periodicity of the input, 

(16) 

Hence 



cycle, 

From 

m 

2= 
n=l 

m 

e'n = ~ 
n=l 

e' 1 n-

(14) and (17). 

m 

L e'n = °'(l - 'g') 
n=l. 

m 
'{ 

= 

m 

:E.' 
n=l 

~ er 
n 1 - 0(. (1 - (S' ) 

n=l 

Fro1l1 (1), (9), and (18), 

m 

m 

e'n-1 + l( L. 
n=l 

m 

~ enx 

n=l 

1 ~ (3 
ea = m ...,..(1--~___,..(l ___ lS'_) )- ~ enx 

n=l 

39 

(17} 

6nx 

(18) 

(19) 

But if we define the average of all values of enx throughout a 

Then 

m 

exa = l/m 2:: enx 
n=l 

~ )I 
ea = -------- exa 

1-0(.(1-~) 

(20) 

(21)· 

Thi;3 shows that the average voltage across the condenser is 

proportional to the average of the voltages at closure of the switch, 

and gives the constant of proportionality. If the d.c. amplifier is 
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linear, the i:tverage current :bhrough the recorder, determining its 

deflectiqn:, 11dll be ·proportional to ea and hence to exa. Thus the 

deflection ~f the recorder will be proportional to the average of the 

voltage nord.iraaties~ as is required in the previous development. 

It iH to be noted that in deriving (21) R1 has been assumed 

to be constru:1t,. i.e., that the resistance of the switch does not vary 

with the voli;age across the switch. As has been shown, this can be 

very nearly realized in practice with the electronic switch previously 

described. 

As te> the actual values of· 0( , .~ , and '( , which are necessary 

in order that, we . may determine ea in terms of exa' we may note tha:b the 

voltage ffall due to leakage through R2 during the time.the switch is 

open is very small, we may take ~ = 1 and ~ = 1. Hence, very nearly, 

ea = 1 _ (l _ 'lS' ) exa = exa {22) 

We s~:ie that as long as OC. and ~ are nearly equal to 1, the value 

of. ~ does not matter, and ea = exa· Thus the actual value of the resis-

tance of the switch does not matter as long as it is constant with 

voltage. 

A maximum to the allowable value of the resistance. is set, how-· 

ever, by the necessity that the charge on the condenser change as the 

switching op1:iration progresses along the cycle. On the other hand, it 

is not desirable that the resistance of the switch be too low, for that 

would ca\l,Se 1mdue fluctuations of voltage across the condenser, and 



would also lead to tranSient drains of cons1:df§rab1e magni tu.de on i~Ii~t·: 

source. The actual resistance achieved in prq;etice witk· an electronic 

switch, wh:ich is from ·600 to 1,200 ohms, seems to be a happy medium. 

S~itching at n equally spaced intervals per cycle m.ay be realized 

in several ways. Maxstadt, using the induction motor driven switch 

previously de:scribed, provided a friction gear arrangement which enabled 

him to drive the commutator approximately 5 and 5 times synchronous 

speed. Many satisfactory harmonic traces were obtained by this means. 

The electronic switch as previously described may be used to 

advantage in this type of operation. In o~er that it may ,be made to 

"closen m times a cycle at equally spaced intervals a voltage of frequency 

m times that of .the source, or; an mth harmonic of the source, is 

necessary to control the operation of the gaseous tube which supplies the 

switching impulse. This mth harmonic voltage may be applied to 'the 

phase shifter rather than the voltage of fundamental frequency which is 

used for ord:Lnary oscillographic operation, and operation will then be 

such that onia complete revolution of the phase shifter will represent an 

advance of 360/m degrees along the fundamental of the a.c. source, or of 

360° along its mth harmonic, which is being traced. 

There are two ways in which such a voltage may be obtained; by 

use of a tuned filter or by use of an oscillator. 

In using a tuned filter to obtain an harmonic voltage, the a.c. 

source cannot be presumed to contain a strong mth harmonic and it is 

advantageous to apply it to a disto~ing circuit, such as a vacuum tube 



amplifier run at cutoff. The output of i;he distorting circtiit> ~:hep;· 

can form the input of the filter circuit, which may be tllll.ed to im:"l 

harmonic of this intial unknown. If the tuned filter is sufficiently 

sharp, only ths mth harmonic of the distorted voltage will be in the 

output, which .is as desired. 

While a simple parallel resonant circuit with as low resistance 

as feasible will separate the fundamental from the harmonics and, under 

favora[)le conditions, individual lower order harmonic.s from all 01;.hers, 

the percentage, difference in frequency between harmonics, which is a 

criterion tor ease of separating, decreases with an increase in the 

harmonic number. 

For instance, the llth harmonic has a frequency only 10% higher 

than the 10th harmonic •. If it is desired to use a filter em~ying a 
li,·:~: 

,single parallel tuned circuit which will attenuate the 11th harmonic 10 

times as much as the 10th harmonic, a simple calculation shows that the 

inductance us~id must have a Q, or ratio of reactance to resistance, of 

over .60. Such an inductance is about as good as can be designed· for . 

the audio range using ordinary care. Moreover, there is no assurance 

that the llth harmonic will not be stronger than the 10th, and if a ratio 

of intensities in the output of ten to one is desired it may be necessary 

to use an even better inductance. Thus it is seen that obtaining pure 

harmonic voltages by using a tuned filter is difficult in the case of 

the 10th harmonic, and is increasingly difficult in the case of higher 

harmonics. 



The alternative is to· use a local oscillator to supply ·..,..,.. __ 

monie v0ltag1~s., By introducing into the grid circuit of the oscillator 

a voltage obi~ained by amplifying ahd distorting the a.c. source, the 

oscillator elm be. tied into synchronism with any harmonic of the source. 

This provides a fairly satisfactory means of supplying the harmonic 

voltage. Hm1rever, for harmonics of the order of the 10th and higher 

the oseillis,:tc•r tends to slip out of synchromism with the a.c. soilrce. 

More~~-er, in operation at the higher harmonics.the fundamental component 

of the a.c. f10urce tends to modulate the oscillator output. In the brief 

experimental work so far undertaken of that particular detail it was 

found impossi.ble to secure operation for harmonics of 50 cycles higher 

than the 17th. Neither the simple tuned circuit nor the local oscillator 

seem$ to be suitable for supplying voltages at higher frequencies. 

It should be pointed out that the oscillograph circuit as shown 

in figure 15 can be used, '\\Vitbp1ft, change, in harmonic analysis as described 

above. Its capabilities are limited only by the sharpness (selectivity) 

of the twied filter circuit which supplies the phase.shifter. 

Figures •• \ 1'7, 18, 19 show harmonic traces obtained using a 

circuq.:t the s.ame as that shown in ,figure 15 1/i:x:cept that an oscillator 

rather than a tuned circuit was used to supply the voltage to operate 

the phase shifter. 

In SUJ~rizing this method of harmonic anatYsis, the main points 

to be brought out are these: 

The m1~thod is not exact for, save in special cases, the precise 
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magnitude oft.he fundamental and of individual harmonics cannot be 

obtained. The uncertainties of the,method t;~crease with the number 

of harmonics :present. 

Practical difficulties become very great for harmonics higher 

than the 10th or 11th based on fundamentals of 50 or 60 cycles. 
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50 Cycle to 25000 O~cle Oscillograph with Paper Tape Ink Recorder 
Checking Oscilloscope on Left. 

50 or 60 Cycle Oscillograph with Paper Tape Ink Recorder 
Mettt Stick for Size 

• 
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Harmonic of *f~ecorciing l~elative Displacement Displacement LiisrJlaaement ?ha~ 
Unknovm VJave l"requency Amplitude of Phase Angle of Phase Angle of Angle of Response 

Cycles per Sec. Response Response, Response, on Trace with 
(Fidelity) Electrical Degrees Electrical Degrees Respect to .l!'unna-

at Harmonic at Hecording mental (Fiaelity) 
:F'requency Frequency 

1 1/5 .993 70 70 ot:J 

2 2/3 .973 14° 70 00 

3 1 .9::58 20° 70 00 

4 1-1/5 .900 26° 60 lo 

5 1-2/3 .867 31° 60 lo 

6 2 .807 36° 60 lo 

r/ 2-:i/3 .765 40° 60 lo 

8 2-2/3 • 735 45° 60· lo 

~ 3 .688 ''80 50 'lo 
-'± "" 

10 3-1/3 .668 51° 50 <)o 
"" 

~<-This assumes the phase shifter operates at consta.rit speed of 1/3 rotation per seconCi. 'I'he tracing 

frequency i'or any harmonic is then 1/3 times harmonic number, of course irrespective of the actual 

f'rec;_uency of the unknovm. 

F\'j. 1 lt> 
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